Abstract -Tone mapping operators are used to compress a large range of pixel luminances into a smaller range, which can be displayed on a monitor screen. In this paper, an effective and easy-to-use tone mapping operator based on the latest ideas developed in this field is presented. The parameter estimation process relies on the sampling method. Special attention is given to the robustness of the algorithm for the parameter estimation. The suggested tone mapping operator ensures good quality of images and almost does not require manual parameter tuning.
INTRODUCTION
High dynamic range images are now commonly used in modern computer graphics. Initially, such images were produced mainly by physically based lighting simulation systems. Today, high dynamic range maps of real scenes can even be produced by pretty standard cameras. It is only required to have a few differently exposed photographs of the scene [1] , or a panoramic video scan of it [2, 3] . It seems likely that, in the nearest future, photo and video cameras will directly capture high dynamic range images [4] [5] [6] .
Images with high dynamic range of brightness have many advantages compared to ordinary, low dynamic range, images [7] . The use of such images is very useful in a number of applications [8, 9] . However, the use of these images results in many difficulties associated with displaying them on standard devices (graphic monitors, printers, etc.), the dynamic range of which is considerably smaller than the dynamic range of real scenes. To represent high dynamic range images on standard display devices, we need to compress real data to fit the displayable range of these devices. This compression is referred to as tone mapping, or tone reproduction. The quality of such operators is estimated by the level of details preserved in the image, local contrast, and absence of artifacts. The operation rate of the algorithm and the amount of memory required are also very important characteristics, since, in a number of cases, there is a need in the real-time mode of the algorithm operation.
The practical need for such algorithms stimulated the emergence of a large number of works devoted to the development of efficient tone operators for images with high dynamic range of brightness. A number of papers were presented on the SIGGRAPH, Eurographics, and Graphicon conferences [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Most of the algorithms presented in these works can successfully be applied to both real images (for example, photographs) with high dynamic range of brightness and to the images created by physically based lighting simulation system. Actually, the use of the tone mapping operator in simulation systems has its own specific features related to the anti-aliasing technology, which will be discussed below.
The tone mapping operators can be classified into two large groups: (1) global (spatially invariant) and (2) local (spatially variant) operators. [1, 11, [16] [17] [18] .
Global operators compress the luminance of each pixel using a fixed curve, which is constructed on the basis of some averaged image characteristics. A log average luminance level is often used as one of such image characteristic. The advantage of these algorithms is their simplicity; however, image details are often lost in light or dark areas of images, where the dynamic range is especially large.
In local operators, the transformation of the luminance in each pixel depends on the average luminance level in a local neighborhood of the transformed pixel. For the algorithms of this kind, the most difficult and computationally expensive problem is to correctly determine the size of the local neighborhood for each pixel. If this size is determined incorrectly, various artifacts may arise (example of such artifacts are presented in [12] ).
The use of local operators for transforming images created in physically correct simulation systems involves certain specific difficulties in addition to the above-mentioned problems related to the artifacts and large amount of computations. The obtaining of highquality images requires special anti-aliasing of image contours. The algorithms used for these purposes, as rule, divide the screen pixel into smaller components, which increases the size of the image obtained by more than an order of magnitude. Then, the final high-quality image is obtained by averaging the subpixels. The tone mapping operator should be used on the subpixel level. Otherwise, the quality of the resulting image can decrease considerably. The use of local operators for images of such great size results in additional difficulties, since this requires much memory and considerably increases the processing time. The requirements on the memory size become especially critical when the set of images is created for the purpose of animation. In this case, the tone mapping operator must also provide smooth variation of the image brightness from one frame to another.
Taking into account all above-mentioned difficulties, we have developed a tone mapping operator and a robust algorithm for estimating its parameters.
ALGORITHM
Our tone mapping operator is based on the revised Tumblin-Rushmeier tone reproduction operator [18] and an additional formula suggested by Reinhard et al., [12, 13] , which compresses mainly high luminances.
The tone mapping operator suggested by Tumblin and Rushmeier [19] uses a model of brightness preservation, which is based on a mathematical model of human vision [20] . The goal of this model is to keep fixed the ratio of the brightness of a scene perceived on the display to its real counterpart for any lighting condition. Our operator is based on the revised TumblinRushmeier operator, which reduces displayed contrasts for very dark scenes, preventing thus contrast reversals and exaggerations.
The revised tone reproduction operator is defined as ( [17, 18] ) (1) where L da is the display adaptation luminance (typically, between 10 and 30 cd/m 2 ); L wa is the scene adaptation luminance determined in terms of the scene luminances (physical pixel luminances L w ) as (2) γ d and γ w are determined from Stevens' contrast sensitivity formula (3) (assuming that the human eye is adapted to the display, we may set Here, C max is the maximum possible display contrast (typically, from 30 to 100), and
The multiplier m increases monotonically the display brightness as the scene adaptation luminance L wa grows up to the upper vision limits.
We applied these formulas to the luminances computed from the RGB triples using the formula (5) To avoid excessive computations and the use of great amount of memory when calculating the scene adaptation luminance, we used sampling of pixels from a relatively rare grid, so that only a small part of pixels (typically, about 1%) was used for these calculations. Some details of these computations and the measures used for ensuring robustness of the parameter estimation are discussed in the next section.
In the general case, the use of the revised TumblinRushmeier operator may result in that the luminance of some pixels on the display corresponding to the brightest part of the scene will exceed the maximum allowable monitor brightness of the displayable range. To overcome this difficulty, our operator uses the following formula, introduced by Reinhard et al. [12] , for compressing high luminances: (6) where L white is the smallest luminance mapped onto the pure white. For images with very high dynamic range, L white may be set equal to any sufficiently large value (typically, close to the maximum scene luminance). For images with low and medium dynamic ranges, the correct selection of this parameter is of critical importance.
The selection of this parameter is discussed in detail in the next section.
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In the previous section, it has been shown that the suggested tone mapping operator depends on the following two parameters: the scene adaptation luminance L wa and the white point L white . The sampling from the rare grid is used for the estimation of both these parameters. The estimation is divided into two stages.
First, the scene adaptation luminance is estimated by means of Eq. (2), and the white point is selected such
that the luminance of approximately 1% of all scene pixels exceeds this value.
This approach works satisfactory for most scenes; however, it yields poor results for scenes with large dark areas: the most interesting part of the image is oversaturated. The constant 2.3 × 10 -5 cd/m 2 suggested in [18] allows us to avoid zero values under the logarithm sign; however, it is too small for providing reasonable scene adaptation luminance values for these scenes. To overcome this difficulty, we exclude the [10] ; the right top image, by the LCIS method [16] ; the left bottom image, by the method from [22] ; and the right bottom image, by our method. [10] ; the right top image, by the LCIS method [16] ; the left bottom image, by the method from [22] ; and the right bottom image, by our method. darkest pixels from the calculations when determining the scene adaptation luminance by formula (2). The following heuristic formula was introduced for determining the threshold level:
Another improvement concerns the fine-tuning of the white point. The value selected at the first stage ensures nice results when the white level is exceeded in a small number of pixels, and, thus, the oversaturation at these points has little effect on the image perception (because brightness of the major part of the image is considerably lower than the selected white level). However, this approach does not work properly when many image pixels have the luminance value close to this white point level. In such a case, this part of the image becomes oversaturated. To overcome this difficulty, the white point level is selected such that the initially selected white point luminance corresponds strictly to the given screen luminance. The empiric value 0.98 (for the canonical range [0, 1]) yields nice results for the majority of the scenes tested. We denote this display
white threshold by L dwt . The new white point level is found by solving jointly equations derived from (1)- (6), with regard to the already calculated quantities L wa and L dwt and the initial value of L white , in the space of physical luminance values:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our method has been implemented in several products of INTEGRA Inc. [21] . It works fine for a representative set of high dynamic range images generated in these systems. We also have tested our method on various high dynamic range images of real scenes. In all Fig. 3 . Belgium House. The left top image is obtained by the Gradient Domain method [10] ; the right top image, by the LCIS method [16] ; the left bottom image, by the method from [22] ; and the right bottom image, by our method. cases, our method produced satisfactory results without additional parameter tuning. Results of some of these experiments are presented in the figures below. 1 Figure 1 shows four different renderings of the "Stanford Memorial Church" picture [7, 10] . The dynamic range for this picture exceeds 250000 : 1. The left top image was produced by the Fattall method [10] , the right top image was obtained by means of Tumblin and Turk's LCIS method [16] , the left bottom image, by using the method suggested in [22] , and the right bottom image, by our method.
Figures 2 and 3 present a similar comparison for the "Streetlight on a Foggy Night" and "Belgium House" pictures [10] . The dynamic ranges for these images exceed 100000 : 1 and 500000 : 1, respectively. Figure 4 compares two images of the "Nave" picture [7] . The left image was produced by the Reinhard method [12] , and the right one, by ours. As can be seen, our method is capable of displaying fine details in both the bright and dark parts of the picture. A disadvantage of the method consists in the reduction of the contrast, which is especially noticeable in bright parts of the image. Our method is free of artifacts typical of the LCIS method. For example, the floor in the image in Fig. 1 obtained by the LCIS method seems disagreeably rough, while the image in Fig. 2 is too grainy.
Note also that, among the methods under comparison, ours is the most efficient. For example, the processing of an image of 3600 by 2060 pixels by the Reinhard method [12] took about 5 minutes, whereas our method coped with this problem for 20 seconds on the same computer. Thus, the performance of our method is 15 times greater than that of the Reinhard method.
The least loss of image details under the condition of preserving the contrast and without artifacts was achieved by the Domain Gradient method [10] . This method is also considered to be the fastest one among
